Abstract: Principal-Component Analysis (PCA) has been a mainstay of modern signal processing, machine learning, pattern recognition, and classification for more than a century. Numerous important applications of PCA can be found in the fields of wireless communications, computer networks, computer vision, image processing, bioinformatics/genomics, and neuroscience, to name a few. In the advent of the big-data era, datasets often include grossly corrupted, highly deviating, irregular data points (outliers), due to a variety of causes such as transient sensor malfunctions, errors in data transmission/transcription, and errors in training data labeling, to name a few. Regrettably, standard PCA is well-known to be very fragile in the presence of such faulty points, even when they appear in a vanishingly small fractions of the training set. The reason is that the L2-norm objective of standard PCA (minimization of error variance or maximization of squared projection magnitude) gives squared importance on the magnitude of every datum, thus overemphasizing peripheral data points. To remedy the impact of outliers, researchers from the fields of data analysis and signal processing have long focused on calculating subspaces of minimum absolute error deviations, instead of minimum error variances. Important early theoretical studies date back to the 1940s. In this talk, we will discuss L1-norm Principal-Component Analysis (L1-PCA), a L1-norm-based alternative to standard PCA that exhibits remarkable resistance against outliers in the processed data, while it attains performance almost identical to PCA when the processed data are nominal/corruption-free. Specifically, we will motivate the formulation of L1-PCA, discuss its hardness, and present its newly found optimal solution. In addition, we will summarize efficient algorithms for solving L1-PCA. We will conclude with numerical and experimental results on dimensionality reduction, sensor-array processing, and genomic data processing that illustrate the effectiveness of L1-PCA.
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Pizza and soft drinks will be provided!